Literature Circle The Lion The Witch And The Wardrobe
Literature S
literature circle role sheet - ipadlitcircles - questioner/discussion director: your job is to develop a list of
questions that your group might want to discuss about this part of the book. don’t worry about the small
details; your task is to help people talk over the big ideas in the reading and share their literature circle
packet - lauracandler - name_____ title _____ lesson directions 1. read! read the entire selection before
completing the rest of the assignment. 2. summarize. write a summary of the selection. chs english 11:
literature circles - cville.k12 - literature circles a literature circle is the student equivalent of a book club,
but designed with greater structure, expectation and rigor. literature circles packet - merryhill school you might consider creating a folder for each literature circle. the folder can house a calendar and reading
schedule for the group, background information or pronunciation guides for that group’s book, descriptions of
the literature circle roles, etc. in addition, consider allowing students to make name badges or place cards for
each role. professional literature circles - csus - spokesperson (this role should be rotated with each
literature circle): c keeps anecdotal records of above behaviors to discuss with the group in order to share the
group’s consensus during whole class share. c summarizes observations for the members of the literature
circle at the end of discussion, prior to whole class share. literature circles and response - bonnie
campbell hill - following the students’ discussions in small literature circles of four to six children, a literature
extension is introduced and modeled. with each picture book, the children gain experience responding to
literature through drama, music, writing, or the visual arts before beginning literature circles with chapter
books. discussion strategies literature circle - notebook entry prompts - mrs. hatzi - literature circle notebook entry prompts you are to select five notebook entries to do independently. please write the topic
number and date at the top of each entry. minimum length for each entry to receive full credit is one page –
without skipping lines. to get full credit for an entry, you many choose one topic and write for one page.
literature circle assessment rubric - fitzhenry & whiteside - literature circle assessment rubric level one
level two level three level four discussion does not participate in group discussions. offers few opinions and
makes no personal connections to the text. doesn't ask questions. participates reluctantly in group discussions.
offers few opinions and makes limited connections to the text. asks few ... literature circles group project wps.ablongman - literature circles group project congratulations! now that you have finished your book, it is
time for your group to celebrate by sharing it with the rest of the class. read the following list of ideas, decide
as a group what you would like to do, and what each person’s responsibility will be. each
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